Identification of a cellular protein specifically interacting with the precursor of the hepatitis B e antigen.
In hepatitis B virus (HBV) the precore gene encodes a protein from which derives P22, the precursor of the mature secreted hepatitis B virus e antigen (HBeAg). Circumstantial evidences suggest that HBeAg and/or its precursor P22 are important for establishing persistent infection. Although P22 is essentially present in the secretory pathway, a substantial fraction has been found in the cytosol. In order to get new insights into the biological function of P22, we looked for cellular proteins which could strongly associate with this protein. Using immunoprecipitation studies on human cell extracts, we found that a non-secreted cellular protein of about 32 kDa (P32) bound with a high specificity to P22. P32 associated neither with HBeAg nor with the viral core protein P21 which exhibits the same amino acids sequence as P22 but is N-terminally shorter by 10 residues. We also demonstrated that this interaction depended on the presence of the P22 C-terminal domain. Our data argues for a potential biological function of P22.